










 



The car in our test is serial numbers 2769GT, was purchased new in Paris in 
October 1961. Its current owner, who is the fourth owner, purchased the car 
in 1982 and keeps a collection in Paris. It was in its original condition, 
that is to say in a good general state of presentation and operation, but 
requiring a rehabilitation and partial restoration, which, taking into 
account the delay of completion and cost was spread on nearly five years. The 
first point has been the rehabilitation of the under carriage (rods and axels 
steering and suspension), followed by the replacement of the original shock 
absorbers by Spax (which have three adjustable positions) and a 
rehabilitation of the complete clutch (linings, disc, etc).  These operations 
had been carried out perfectly by Ets Ciclet a Bagneux, which also corrected 
a leak in the fuel tank. 

  
The next step was the replacement of the exhaust with an Ansa system new 
imported from Italy-and the hard work - the complete rehabilitation of the 
engine (sleeves, pistons, distributors) and the control of the crankshaft. 
This work was entrusted to Aurelia-Garage; brakes (hoses and gaskets) were 
redone by De Pescara Automobiles in Paris, which also adjusted the three new 
Weber carburetors. 

  
The car was entrusted in 1986 has SFR Automobiles in Paris for new paint. 
Originally it was two-tone gray Pearl Metallic roof with plum but in the 
meantime, she had received a black paint that had tarnished. A solid color 
existing in the Ferrari catalogue was preferred.  Instead of the original two 
ton we opted for a white Ivory (incidentally, we did not consider the famous 
"Ferrari red”, too typical for this touring model). Of course, all the rubber 
seals (doors, windows) have been replaced with new ones before reassembly. A 
year later, Light leaks in the joints doors had allowed rust on the door 
sills. The critical zone was reviewed and corrected for free by SFR. 

  
Finally, for the interior, the seats have been redone - beginning 1988 by PCD 
of Clayes-sous-Bois, according to a special method of re-pigmentation that 
can keep the original skins (except for the parts torn or punctured), with 
the patina and smell intact and for half the cost of new leather.  

Currently, it only remaining work is to re-chrome the surrounds of tail 
lights and bumper and rebuild the Borrani rims. The tires have already been 
replaced (by Michelin XWX, having failed to find the original Dunlop SP 
Sport), and the only accessories which are not original are the rear-view 
mirror "shells" and the two seat belt retractors.  These are not required for 
an auto over twenty years old, but recommended for safety and security.  Keep 
in touch! 

 


